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Our second lunar month of soul currents bring us into the
Rowan Moon Mother vibrations and her cohort, Urania, who
moves the sacred vibrations of Universal Love.  Rowan, The
Universal  Law of Luminosity and Illumination aligned with
the light of energetic currents of Air is often associated with
our seven personal Chakras and the mental aspects of
ourselves.  Yet, Urania, the Lightning Strike of Love gives us
the true power of action in the currents of Light.  She is the
Fiery Light, the First Essence of The Light of Source being
individualized.  She is a great power of Creative Chaos.  She
is reminding us that we can get nowhere with our human logic. 
We must align in the currents of Love only recognizable in the
Divine Mind-Heart when we hear the Sound Current of the

One Heart Beat.  Our logic cannot be involved in this process.  Our feeling senses are needed.

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/86061042864042701/
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What is the current of Rowan?

Rowan’s path on the Tree of Life is tucked within the sacred triad of the
Soul.  Thus, she is quite an important field to understand in our journey to
live from our soul consciousness rather than try to tough it out with our
logic to succeed in human living. She is a Truth giver and a Truth
developer.  She is a teacher in the power of a great listener from the temple
within..the Soul Temple.   Her current provides a subtle sound frequency
in the essence of the soul vibrations and the currents moving through our
Chakra nodes.  We must sense the currents as they flow from root to
crown.  From feeling - to - mind.  Then we can glean truth, have
understanding, and work within the field of creative powers to manifest
what we know our soul desire truly is.  Again, it is not logic that Rowan

brings, but it is “Concrete Knowledge.”  It is Knowing.  When knowing occurs, then we can take
action in our human world because there is not doubt, there is true certainty.

In my 79 years on this earth I have learned that logic is a minimal quality for learning how
to achieve my goals.  Oh, of course, College/University always taught otherwise.  Most Corporations
prized knowledge when I worked in that environment.  Intuition was not a word that was acceptable
(though I watched many Presidents and Vice Presidents of companies utilize it to make decisions,
even if they didn’t realize that is what they did.)  For true life advancement, it did not take my logic,
it took my inner development to do the work I did, and certainly what I do, to feel life fulfillment. 
That is not simply being a spiritual teacher or counselor, artist or writer.  It is not simply the
development of meditation and a stronger connection to Spirit and my intuitive knowing.  It also
includes the development of daily living, financial balancing, health and fitness, work and play. 
None of it turned to a healthy and vital quality until I turned down the logical activity and turned
within to the feeling, knowing of the internal reality of my sub personal self and ultimately my higher
self (the true field of wisdom).  Only after turning within did I find the accurate instruction for aiding
my outside world and guiding my logic.  I no longer had to jump to a quick conclusion, answer a
question before I truly knew the answer, or try to make sure someone else knew I knew the answer
for me, for them, or for others.  In fact, doing that only left a blank slate on the realm of knowing for
everyone.

Thus, again, how does Rowan help us get to this inner logic, inner
knowing?  Of course, we want to contemplate several realities her frequencies
reveal.  On the Tree of Life she sits on the purple path extending from the
Green Sphere of Netzach/Victory and enters the deep purpose sphere of
Yesod/Foundation: the Soul Center.  She presents the field and foundation of
Love that is activated by Urania (who sits at the very top of the tree extending
from Kether/Crown to Chokmah/Wisdom/Silver sphere.  Her essence is

humbleness, her focus (as mentioned last month) is the Will to Good.  Her

Hebrew letter, Tzaddi, means Fishhook, and thus aiding our ability to  hook
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into to the Divine wisdom within our soul.  Within the soul the Divine Wisdom is embodied in soul
as well as the human casing where it lives in the wave of sound and light currents of earth.

One aspect that the Rowan element calls us to realize  in consciousness is not to betray the
Will to Good.  How can that become a reality?  First, if logic takes over the heart and allows the
mind to rule, we begin the path of betrayal.  Logic has its place on earth, but very often it is a
compartmentalization that keeps one from wholeness and opportunities.  Next, if we betray our self
by belief of being less than all there is, we are not in alignment of the Will to Good. Oh sure, we
have to grow and develop, but does a seed of a tree believe it is worthless?  Nope.  It grows and
grows and develops until it pops out of the dark regions of the ground, and then it grows in great
heights according to its agreements with the nature it is born to bear.  Will it be a 5' Tree or will it
be a 100' Tree.  Will it be straight or crooked?  Both are correct.  According to the scripture of its
soul it will grow to its given height and expression.  It will grow through climate changes. It may live
long or die, apparently, early.  It follows the currents of its soul intent. So will each of us, if we
nurture the sound and currents of our soul and become more and more aware of them through feeling
our inner nature and cultivate our inner wisdom.

As the new year unfolds we often use it to set up Mind Maps, or some Creative Chart that
displays what we want to unfold and manifest for the year.  Rowan is a great time to do just that (or
not).  This year, I would love to suggest the creative play of mapping the journey inward to discover
more of what the housing of your soul looks like and how you might make journeys to the sacred
corner of your inner consciousness.  Create the vision where you can feel and see the place to visit
your Inner Master-Self and feel as well as listen for instruction for the day, a project you want to
perfect, healing you want to occur, etc.   Design the currents, waves of light and sound that you want
to follow.  Do you have a favorite piece of music that calms your mind and helps you enter your
intuitive senses?  Do you have a particular light field (shades of colors) that quiet your thinking and
guide your mind to your heart?  Set the stage...that is a Rowan process...set the stage so Urania can
go into action.  Your goal is to reach the currents of light and sound of your sacredness and be guided
by this higher truth within you.  It is a sure “winning ticket” for life adventures yet to be explored
(not matter how old you are).  God/Goddess...the Oneness, is creating all the time and that Oneness

is depending on Its Self called YOU to be the Creator Creating and Manifesting.

Urania in Action

This lightning flash of Creative Chaos guides the Universal Law of Love into
the action to impregnate the individualization of life.  It is a free roaming
energy of love (nonjudgmental).  The Hebrew Letter, Aleph, means Ox.  The
animal is not restrained by any constraints around its neck or reins on its
body.  It is not guided by a stick or whip.  It is free to be creative without
limitations.  This essence is within all of us...if we allow it to be so.
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If our logical mind gets in the way, we become the questioner of right and wrong.  We restrain the
freedom of our Aleph energy.  We begin to wonder if the direction we are going will provide the
perfect outcome.  We doubt, we fear, we become anxious. RESTRAINTS!   We turn to actions that
can be opinionated, forceful, and ultimately chaotic.  We try to curb ourselves and others (whip
ourselves into logical shape). We are not free to explore the higher consciousness within us.  We are
limited.  We do not flow within  the Light Currents that the Divine Heart-Mind offers.

Yes, Urania is a powerful Light Current that can offer ideas.  However, the ideas only come
after feeling.  How do I surmise that?  The power of the Universal Law presents the wisdom of the
feeling first.  The Universal Law of Love is the flow of feeling.  It is nonjudgmental.  It honors all
expressions that are flowing on the Light Currents.  Within the Light Currents are the perfect ideas
of Creation yet to be manifest.  As the currents are felt, the ideas can surface.  If the ideas are
experienced first by our logic, the currents of creation cannot be brought to bear.  Recall this
wisdom.  Deep within us, before a thought occurs, a stirring of feelings originate the thought.  Allow
yourself to be an observer of this reality.  It is subtle; almost indiscernible; it is there...a Great
Mystery.

The realm of Nothing/Everything  is noted on the symbolic Tree of Life
as Ain...the first/highest curved energy we see above Kether.  It is in the
darkest of the dark field.  We call it the deepest state of the Ocean of
Consciousness.  Ocean is related to water; water is related to feelings.  As
the symbology reminds us, the energy is flowing downward, like a
waterfall.  It moves into the second receptive curve of Ain Soph (Infinity),
and the third curve, Ain Soph Ur (Infinite Light): From the deepest depth
of darkness to the light.  From there the development of a Thing occurs
(individualization that becomes matter).  In Kether/Crown, there is a
Flame of Life a fire stirring and it releases the everything into
becoming/being; yet is still a Oneness, not a separation...it is yet to be the

Three-in-One.    (Fire is felt; warm and moving energy, experiencing feeling before thought.) We
note the first initiation of separation  is Aleph, the electrical fire carrying the Unconditional Love into
the realm of Chokmah/Wisdom, the field where creative chaos now begins to activate the power to
propagate life in individuated qualities to be felt, seen, explored, and experienced.  We have to note,
again, the Law of Love is a feeling frequency that ignites the Light of Thought and Creative Powers. 
It calls us to create from the depths of feeling, intuition, and internal knowing.  The True center of
your soul self is where you absolutely where you want to concentrate on creating this month.  Thus,
feel the current of love bring you to the current of Creative Light and the urge to propagate your
dreams.  All energy from Aleph/Urania in the Chokmah field will be brought to the watery womb
of the sphere of Binah and again, via Rowan/Tzaddi into the watery womb of the soul in the field
sphere of Yesod.  We most note that we need to feel what we think and think about what we feel
before we truly can realize a true manifest of our dreams and desires.

In Sacred Astrology, Urania brings us to Ceremonial Order, so do include a creation of
Ceremony.  It will bring you into a deeper feeling state and union with your Soul/Divine Essence. 
It is where you will create a difference (an act of Urania).  Your intuition strengthens, thus your
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knowing is the actor.  This allows you to transform the established order of living you have been 
accustomed to and, perhaps, has kept you from fully realizing your desires.  Harmony will prevail
through conflict.  You will change your reality.  In fact, you might want to use the inspirational work
of Shannon Hamilton who has created a wonderful gift for the Imbolc Ceremony!

Feel Your Dreams, Design your Dreams, Plan Your Dreams!

Using the Power of Symbols!

It is time to use the power of symbols to scintillate our three states of consciousness.  Do
bring out your deck of cards, The Faces of WomanSpirit, A Celtic Oracle of Avalon.  Shuffle them
and release the energy of the past.  Bless them and shuffle again to call forth the very intention you
hold within your field of Passion, Joy, and Ecstasy.  Then pause in union with body, heart, and mind
where you only find the Oneness of True Spirit.  Finally, review the questions below and draw a card
for each question without turning any card over until all are pulled.  Then turn them and review what
your inner self brings to cognitive consciousness that will aid unification.  Be blessed by your
reading.  Awen!

1) How are you willing to let feelings be accessed before logic?

2) How can the currents of your chakras be felt  by you?

3) What Sound currents are stimulating Light Currents of Creative ideas help you
create? 

4) Is chaos in your life stirring a creative cycle? (If upright - yes; reversed - no)

5) If No in number 4, How can you release challenging chaos?

6) If YES in number 4, How can us you use your creative cycle?

May the gift of love rise from the very essence of your soul and stir the power of renewal of
our creative spirit.  May you also know that the first ritual of the year, Imbolc, occurs on February
3rd, so be sure to look into the mirror and see your sacred self.

Love and Light,

Katherine
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May we Live in Loving Kindness!

May we Love with Open Hearts!

May we Understand with Open Minds!

May we Give with Open Hands!

Life is a Precious Circle of Oneness!

~Lunar Phases of Rowan~

New Moon - Jan 21- 2:53:02 pm CST
First Quarter Moon - Jan 28

Full Moon - Feb 5 - 12:28:21 pm CST (Snow Moon)
Last Quarter - Feb 13

New Moon of Ash - February 20 - 1:05:37 am CST
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